
Overview
Remote/Branch Office (ROBO) environments pose distinct IT challenges, especially
concerning data protection. With offices often operating autonomously across varied
geographical regions, there's an inherent need for a standardized, holistic approach to data
security and ransomware protection. Maintaining consistent protective measures across
these diverse sites is paramount amid the never-ending threat of ransomware attacks.

The Problem
At the core of ROBO infrastructures lies the task of managing diverse, widespread sites that
mandate consistent data protection. Centralized IT teams skillfully manage backup
operations in these scenarios using Veeam. However, there remains a pressing need to
enhance Veeam with additional ransomware protection to guarantee the full security of
backup data against ransomware. Incorporating a new added layer of protection can
introduce complexities in initial deployment and continued management. Beyond these
logistical challenges, budgetary considerations are paramount. The considerable costs
associated with dedicated servers and specialized storage just for ransomware defense
can deter organizations from immediately adopting vital protection measures.
Consequently, the primary mission is evident: offer a robust defense against ransomware
threats while ensuring the approach remains efficient, cost-effective, and user-friendly.
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The Solution
In response to the unique challenges
associated with ROBO environments, Blocky
for Veeam emerges as the leading
ransomware protection solution. Specifically
designed for seamless integration with
existing Veeam Windows servers, Blocky
transforms the Windows VBR into an
immutable, hardened repository. This
eliminates the need for extra hardware or
additional servers, offering a cost-effective
way to deploy ransomware protection across
all Veeam deployments.

What sets Blocky apart is its intuitive,
centralized management system with a unified
dashboard that provides complete visibility
over all Blocky deployments.



 The centralized management not only simplifies ongoing maintenance but also enables
real-time monitoring and the smooth rollout of updates across all ROBO locations. By
unifying management tasks into a single, easy-to-use interface, Blocky ensures rapid
policy updates, vigilant threat monitoring, and swift intervention to mitigate potential
security risks. As a result, all branch offices, irrespective of their geographic locations,
enjoy a consistent and high level of ransomware protection.
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Key Benefits:
Uniform Defense: Regardless of location, every office is equipped with maximum
ransomware protection, promoting a holistic and budget-friendly security approach.

Effortless Deployment: In as little as 20 minutes, Blocky can seamlessly integrate with
any existing Veeam Windows server. This rapid deployment instantly bolsters
ransomware protection and optimizes Veeam's Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).
Extending Blocky's protection to various sites remains a straightforward process,
ensuring hassle-free fortification at every juncture.

Streamlined Oversight: Thanks to Blocky's seamless synergy with Veeam, centralized
IT teams can efficiently monitor and enforce ransomware protection protocols across all
ROBO locations. This integration guarantees that each branch consistently adheres to a
uniform security protocol, simplifying oversight and reducing administrative
complexities.

Immediate Threat Intelligence: Blocky's real-time monitoring and alert system keeps
central IT teams in the loop around the clock. Instant notifications enable swift
response times, reinforcing security barriers throughout the network.

Blocky for Veeam isn't just an additional layer of protection; it's a complete ransomware
protection solution. It elegantly addresses the unique challenges posed by
geographically dispersed operations, providing robust defensive capabilities while
simplifying both deployment and management.
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